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In 1983 the Census Bureau released microdata based on the "long-form" questionnaire completed by about one-fifth of the respondents in the 1980 Census.  "Public-Use Microdata Sample C" identifies the "type of area11—central city, urban fringe, rural, and so on—for a füll l percent of the U.S. population (Bureau of the Census, 1983) .  The large size of this data set enables researchers to study the impact of area type and many other factors on a multitude of individual variables measured by the questionnaire.  In addition to the l percent population sample, a 0.1 percent subsample provides data on 226,947 individuals surveyed in the 1980 Census.
This paper compares the data on unemployment and other labor force behavior reported for black youths with that reported for white youths. The key question addressed is, Do black youths face special problems in the labor market due to their race? A related question is whether correcting black and white youth labor force statistics for location, education, family income, and other factors tends to eliminate the racial differences. This paper, like most others in the empirical literature on youth unemployment, uses simple single-equation methods to correct for these factors.  However, the results must be interpreted very carefully for several reasons.  First, most coefficients estimated on data for individuals are subject to "ecological correlation bias" if the labor market characteristics of the respondents1 local areas are missing from the data set.  Second, the most common single-equation or system methods may not estimate structural coefficients for individuals' and employers' behavior.  Third, single-equation methods introduce simultaneity bias if, for example, the probability of unemployment influences the probability of labor force participation.  Finally, even system methods may ignore some simultaneity and overcorrect for factors other than race.  To some extent, residential location within the local labor market, quantity and quality of education, family income, and so on are, like unemployment, partly the consequences of race in the labor market.  To ignore the effect of race on these determinants of labor
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